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Abstract : 

 Datacenters providing cloud computing services, consume more power energy in allocating 
resources to different cloud users. The significant impact on resource sharing and load balancing, 
which increases cost and more time consuming for each process. It also effects on business due to 
increase in demand and increasing in productivity and more number of companies come forward to 
provide the cloud computing services to different organization, companies and cloud users who are 
accessing the services in cloud. The arrival of new jobs from different cloud users increases the cost 
and maintenance has increased, due this there is a need of optimization in power management and 
increase in business and meet the demand of cloud users. Implementing the Migration techniques 
workload on servers been reduced which leads to the result of cost and productivity and meet the 
demand in the market and increasing more number of cloud users. 

Data centers has to meet the demand in allocating the resources and decreasing the cost and 
maintenance at cloud data centers. Different Optimization techniques are implemented for 
optimization and power and allocating the resources from cloud data centers. To reduce the cost 
Virtualization is also necessary to be implemented according to the requirement for different cloud 
users. The new jobs in process are assigned to virtual machines uses the monitoring in allocating 
hardware and software resources are distributed for the requested cloud users .  
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I.  Introduction: 

Because the use of cloud computing allows more number of inefficient computing by centralized 
storage distributed storage, processing more memory, and more storage and increases the Bandwidth. 
Multiple servers increases the network cost.  The main power consumers in data centers are servers, 
cooling system, communication network. 

The unfinished jobs and new arrival of jobs process also increases workload on the server, and increase 
the network traffic, which effects on performance of the entire system. 

In Distributed systems energy consumption and cooling is required. The energy consumption can be 
reduced by identifying the unused servers, for this the servers are installed properly at an appropriate 
level and check in terms of utilization of server resources.  There are millions of servers are available 
all over the world. This paper gives the information how the cloud enables services are improved by 
minimizing the cost along providing the scalable services to the consumers.  The consumers can use 
the services at minimum cost which will be the advantage for both the service provider and consumer.  
The efficiency of the cloud applications is also improved at a faster rate of transfer for storage and 
retrieval of the data stored. The service provider plays a major role in providing the appropriate services 
to the consumers. 
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   The SLA is implemented for the cloud consumer by the service provider, by providing the quality of 
the service, secured data storage.  Based upon the terms and conditions providing the information of 
the cost of service and duration of each service, the consumer agrees according to the given cost.   

     Following are the cloud characteristics implemented for reducing the Bandwidth and cost in cloud 
service by the data center.  

 

II. Cloud Characteristics 

1 On-demand self-service – Need no human interaction to obtain resources 

2 Broad network access – Available through standard network protocols 

3 Resource pooling – Provider has large pool of computing resources to serve multiple requests 

4 Rapid elasticity – Capabilities can be automatically provisioned and released, to meet demand 

5 Measured service – Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing   

                                   transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 
 

III. Estimating the cost Pay-per-use 

Consumer has the option pay only for the usage amount, while removing the need of any upfront 
payment for extra resource. In general computing resources are charged at per unit of time usage. The 
model is most commonly used for underlying infrastructure such as server instance which includes 
CPU, RAM, disk storage, bandwidth capacity. Price for all the server instance attributes therefore vary 
depending on the IaaS provider’s pricing policy, how they provision a single instance with specific 
resource size and capcity.  “Small Instance: 1.7 GB of memory, 1 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core 
with 1 EC2 Compute Unit), 160 GB of local instance storage, 32-bit or 64-bit platform”. Following 
the instance charge other resources are following usage base policy (e.g. data usage for network 
bandwidth). Data transfer is charged at per GB in and out, block storage is charged at per GB data 
storage per period of time. This type of pricing model removes long time commitments and provides 
elasticity by offering on-demand resource usage strategy. 

 

IV. Related Work  

  After identifying unused servers for energy savings, the appropriate techniques are applied to 
decreased energy consumption in active distributed systems.  The energy consumption is achieved by 
using the Application layer, middleware layer, Resource layer and network layer.  In this way the cost 
is been reduced for cloud datacenters. 

The development and test environment are provisioned to a smaller scale than production environment, 
and are enabled only during the requirement of the process to reduce the cost. 

 

    The relationship between performance and energy consumption is defined by compute time. 
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                          Compute Time   =   Number of instructions to execute Measures the cost    
                                                                                                                             per time usage 
                                                          Number of Transactions for storage 
 

V. The following are the two techniques can be used for reducing power consumption : 

 The method used for reducing the power consumption is Dynamic Power Management System 
(DPMS) which is used to switch from Idle mode to more Lower Power mode. Dynamic power 
management is based on power optimization used for workload and virtual machine migration. 

 The second technique which can be used for reducing power consumption is Dynamic Voltage-
frequency scaling system, (DVFSS) which is used to reduce power consumption. 

By improving Bandwidth the network topology can be improved, through which it reduces the cost of 
implementation.  The cost is applicable on the following two instances. 

i.Reserved instances and     ii.On-Demand instances. On-demand instances are paid only when                                                
utilized    Reserved instances are paid for a certain time period and are independent of usage.  
Since reserved instances require more commitment from users, they are cheaper than on-demand 
instances. However, in order to be cost-effective compared to on-demand instances, they have to be 
extensively utilized. 
 
   The data centers consume more power consumption in the process of delivering data to the required 
resources. Dynamic power management will shutdown the systems which are not in use for its 
customer.  Whenever the user login the system gets activated by the admin, who manages the entire 
server system.  As the customer gets log-in the message is send to the server working, than based upon 
the workload it utilizes the load balancing, through which the data is distributed to the required server 
whoever login to the server for accessing the information. 
 
Virtualization technology is one such powerful technology to address this energy inefficiency by 
increasing resource utilization and distribute all the resources both in centralized and decentralized 
systems at each data centers. In this paper we have made cost analysis and cost estimation using 
different strategies of cloud computing data centers. The energy efficiency of the cloud data center and 
distribution of resources to the consumers is carried out by using QOS (Quality of Serivce). 
 
 
VI.  Cost Analysis for on demand instances 
 
Cri  Effective hourly cost for a reserved in- 

stance, which is the hourly cost amortized 
in a year of usage with the upfront fee 
y Number of reserved instances 

D  Random variable representing the demand 
of instances 

 
C(D,V) Total cost to satisfy demand D with V   
             reserved instances 
E[C(D, V)]  Expected value of the total cost 
 

Cod   cost optimization in cloud computing. 
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Table1.Cost per usage Table: Pricing models classification with server/virtual instance offerings 

 
The cost is calculated based upon the usage of cloud service by the user. 

The performance of Data center service is also an important aspect in cost estimation, cluster is 
implemented to reduce the workload from the consumers at the cloud data storage, it is one of the 
mechanism used in cloud.  Therefore the physical machine cost can be reduced by reducing the servers 
with minimum usage. 

 

VII. Cost Estimation based on Pricing: 

A) Storage Pricing: Many providers’ promotional trick is low price offerings for persistent storage,   
     however it is evident that cloud users are often unaware of the hidden costs for inbound or/and      
     outbound data transfer within the provider’s own infrastructure. The pricing scheme gets more  
     complex when different network boundary (e.g. zone, region) charges are applied on top of regular   
     bandwidth price. However, eventual cost depends on internet download rates. 
 
B) Network Traffic Pricing: A common practice between the providers is to offer basic package at a  
     fixed rate in addition to service extension on per request. Alternatives are offered to back this   
     business policy with discount on usage dependant prices. Consequently the pricing schemes are   
      offered in combination with various pricing models, such as pay-peruse, pay-as-you-go. 
 
      The following is the optimization Algorithm which shows the server processing the requests. 

 

 

Pricing Model Offering Type Charge 
  

Provider 
Pay-per-use/Pay- On-demand Per hour 

  

∙ Amazon on-demand and spot instances 
   

 

 
 
   

 

 
as-you-go Instances 

    

∙ Rackspace cloud servers, 
Subscription Dedicated Upfront 

  

∙ Rackspace servers (monthly) 

  

Instances 
    

∙ GoGrid dedicated servers (monthly) 
Prepaid per-use On-demand Per hour use ∙ GoGrid cloud servers (hourly), 

  

Instances deducted from ∙ ElasticHosts hourly-burst cloud servers 

    

prepaid credit ∙ Joyent SmartMachines (daily) 
Subscription with Dedicated Upfront 

  

∙ ElasticHosts monthly cloud servers with 
per-use Instances periodical pay 

  

hourly usage 

        

∙ Joyent monthly SmartMachines with 

          

daily usage 
        

∙ Amazon reserved instances (1 or 3 years) 
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i.Optimization Algorithm 

(1) input : request_list, server_list 

(2) output: server_number 

(3) for server in server_list do 

(4) E(t) = getvalue E (server_number) 

(5) Lq = getvalue Lq (server_number) 

(6) U = ƛi /µi  

(7) end 

(8) for server in server_list do 

(9) function_value = α * E(t)I + β * (Lq)I + ƛ * Ui 

(10) end 

(11) ascending sort of the valued of function_value 

(12) getting the index of the first function_value 

(13) scheduler schedules the request to the select_server 

  

C.Cloud Pricing Factors 

In the event that a single IaaS provider is not able to provide low-priced infrastructure resources, it 
becomes necessary to provision cost estimation for resources from multiple IaaS providers. Analysis 
of IaaS provider’s pricing model therefore has allowed to identify chargeable factors for application 
deployment. It has been learnt that there are many pricing models available in the current market, per-
user, per-click, flat rate, subscription, multi-tier packages, full custom, freemium, CPU power etc. 

 

D. Cost and Estimation 

Cost is the amount paid or payable for the acquisition of materials or services . Cost of service therefore 
is measured by the resources used to attain it. Money cost is not necessarily the same as economic cost. 
"Economic cost" implies the use of resources – virtual machines, storage, etc. Currencies (such as 
USD/GBP) are used merely as a convenient common denominator for aggregating numerous 
heterogeneous physical quantities into meaningful "packages" for purposes of analysis and decision 
making. The art of approximating the probable worth of acquisition of materials or services on the 
hand is called cost estimation.  The pricing models for the cloud users differs from country to country, 
based on Dollars, euros, Rupees etc., therefore the cloud providers has to maintain the same pricing 
list for every cloud user, because the cloud services will be same for every cloud user, like access to 
storage of data, using software services, using platform services. 
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                                    Fig1: flowchart for cloud estimation methodology 

 

 
 

Table2: Categorised factors for cost estimation  

 

 

 

 

 

Cost Type Cost Factors 
Instance Cost (ins) service operation(so), duration(duration) 

  

machine type(vmtyp), machine size(vmsiz), number of amount(numm) 

    

Network Bandwidth Cost(bnd) number of virtual machines(nvm), type of connector(con), number of 
  

connectors(ncon), type of port(po), number of ports(npo), 
    

  

data in (din), data out (dout), intra(dint) 

  

machine, zone, region, cloud service, IaaS provider 

  

cloud service type (cst), 

  

computing power (cp), storage capacity (stoc), 

  

inbound data transfer (inb), outbound data 

  

transfer (outb), provider internal data transfer 

  

(intdt), basic service charge (bsc) 
Storage Cost(sto) duration(duration), data input amount (dinp) 

 

 

          Analyse 

 Data storage 

 

  

 

 

Cost 
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E. Data transfer count: To calculate network bandwidth cost for particular service. The fact “how 
much data transferred (in and out) between resources” can be monitored by a resource connection 
point. The approach inspired from peer-to-peer interaction pattern will allow the model to be generic 
to possible cloud descriptions. 

F.Local Storage vs. Additional Storage: The assumption is that the software product description 
documents describe internal communication of software components in proportion to user input. The 
purpose of providing a system that reduces the burden for software product expertise, where cloud 
users may not be aware certain software specific information. For example, internal components of a 
software product can be dealing with 1TB of data dynamically at run time, which cannot be stored in 
the local storage provided by virtual machine, which assisted the need of acquiring additional storage. 

G.Defining Cost Structure 

Identification of cost types have been initially created on the basis of real Software product 
configuration information that requires to be deployed on the cloud infrastructure. The identification 
approach follows a typical decision-making process starting with a strategic decision to source Service 
requirement and ending with the Cloud Infrastructure Service.  

VIII. Cost Type and description 
 

i.Describing the Cost Model 

A Cost model is an estimating tool consisting of one or more cost estimation relationships, 
estimation methodologies, or techniques used to predict the cost of a system or one of its lower level 
elements . To present a transparent cost model this section highlights and elaborates a description of 
the general model design. 

For the proposed cost model the assumption is that the pre-deployment total cost of a service equals the 

summation of all cost types:  TCser =  ∑  ct, where the total amount of a cost type ct (shown in the 

exponent) equals the sum total of all involved cost factors f (shown in the index) such as∑ C ct . The cost 

model considers the duration as the complete period of time during which a Cloud Computing Service 

is going to be used respectively. As a general rule, this period is considered as hourly basis, hence the usage 

time ( T usage ) of a service is calculated as Tusage = Tduration 24 , where the minimum duration is in day 

basis. 

ii.Instance Cost (ins): Instance cost depends on the price of each virtual machine and duration of 

usage. The mathematical model for the total instance cost ( Cins ): 

Equation 1: Instance Cost calculation 

 

Cins =N size × T 
 
usag
e 

× Pr  ins tan ce 
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IX.Network Bandwidth Cost : Calculation of network bandwidth cost depends on the amount of   
data transferred from and to ports applying total input and output boundary price on that 
transferred data for a single component. Boundary price is extracted from cloud description 
document where each boundary (such as Region and Zone) is mapped to a particular price. The 
calculation also considers a cost factor of total data input amount into the system which is 
extracted from a user requirements description document. The equation that follows the 
calculation for total network bandwidth cost is as follows: 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Total Cost Estimation: of running a service for a software product on the cloud infrastructure 
can be calculated by adding total cost of instance, network bandwidth and storage and total 
cost (total): 

 

TCser  = TCins +TCbnd +TCsto 

 

Equation: Total Estimated Cost , network bandwidth and storage. 
 

 

Future enhancements: 

        The cloud services are to be improved with additional features in automated cost of service, 

which will be benefit for the cloud service provider and consumer. As the services are improved 

day to day migration in cloud services, it is the responsibility of the cloud data center to provide 

with adequate features in cloud services which are offered at low cost and more usage.  

Further the estimation of cost as per cloud usage can be automated for the consumer. Different 

methods can be implemented depending on type of services usage. 

 

Data Out Price 
Da price 

out 

Data In Price Da price in 

Data transferred from Port 
DaPrfrom 

port 

Data transferred to Port DaPr
to

 
port 
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Conclusion:  

 

 In this paper, power optimization and cost is reduced for both the data center cloud service 

provider and for cloud user who access the different cloud resources. We have made different cost 

analysis based upon the type of usage by the customer. Data storage also an important factor for 

power consumption and cost reducing. Finally SLA is maintained properly between customer and 

service provider, which helps in estimation and reducing cost. 
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